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Abstract: The reliability of computation systems involves failure-free operation of the software as well as hardware components. 
A lot of software models are available, and Software Reliability Engineering (SRE) is a skill to be more competitive in the 
environment of globalization and outsourcing. Customers want more reliable software that is faster and cheaper. SRE is a 
practice that is standard, proven, and widely applicable. Software development is very competitive and there are a lot of 
developers in a given domain. It is not sufficient that software works, but it is important that it meets the customer-defined 
criteria. Surveys reveal that the most important quality characteristics are reliability, availability, rapid delivery and low cost. 
Reliability suffers when it competes for attention against schedule and cost. In fact, this is the principal reason for well known 
existence of reliability problems in many software products. This establishes the significance of reliability estimation models. 
This paper reviews the various software reliability estimation models that were proposed in last few years. The review can be 
helpful for those who need a reference to start with in developing reliability models.  
Keywords: Software reliability, Computation model, Reliability estimation, Open Source Software, Hardware Reliability 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Reliability modelling is the process of predicting or understanding the reliability of a component or system prior to its 
implementation. Two types of analyses that are often used to model a complete system availability behaviour are Fault Tree 
Analysis and Reliability Block diagrams. The Reliability growth models are categorized as hardware models and software models. 
Hardware Reliability Growth Models (HRGM) is generally categorized as probabilistic models and statistical models. In 
probabilistic reliability growth models – because of no unknown parameters associated with these models, the data obtained during 
the program cannot be incorporated. Statistical reliability growth models – unknown parameters are associated with these models. In 
addition, these parameters are estimated throughout the development of the product in question. 
In this paper, we will be discussing in detail the software reliability growth models, hardware reliability growth models and open 
source software reliability models. And finally a frame work is presented that enables the early prediction of software reliability. 
The paper will be a good reference material for various reliability estimation models spanned across hardware, software and open 
source softwares. 

A. Reliability Growth Models 
A Reliability growth model provides a systematic way of assessing and predicting system reliability based on certain assumptions 
about the fault in the system in a usage environment. It involves comparing measured reliability at a number of points of time, with 
known functions that show possible changes in reliability. A reliability growth model is a model of how the system reliability 
changes over time during the testing process. As system failures are discovered, the underlying faults causing these failures are 
repaired so that the reliability of the system should improve during system testing and debugging. To predict reliability, the 
conceptual reliability growth model must then be translated into a mathematical model. Reliability growth models can therefore be 
used to support project planning.  
A variety of models are available for the estimation of reliability in the case of software as well as hardware. The role that software 
plays as a support to modern societal activities cannot be underestimated. However, the ability to predict software reliability is still 
not well understood and it needs further study. Although a number of software reliability models have been developed till date, none 
has been universally accepted in the field [1] [2]. 
Taxonomy of reliability models is as shown in the Fig 1. The figure shows present hardware, closed source software and open 
source software reliability models. The hardware reliability models include Weibull model, Constant hazard model and linearly 
increasing model. The closed source software models are generally classified as failure rate models and Non Homogeneous Poisson 
Process (NHPP) models. The failure rate models are again divided as general and Bayesian models. There are assessment and 
predictive models in the general category. In the case of OSS there are certain studies which conclude that the Weibull distribution 
can be used as a model. 
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The taxonomy presentation gives an abstract view of the various models available for estimation of reliability of both hardware and 
software. It also summarises the significant works that were proposed in the previous decades. The works are also classified on the 
basis of its predictive nature and assessment capability. 

 
Figure 1: Taxonomy of Software Reliability Models 

II. RELIABILITY MODELS 
A. Software Reliability Growth Models 
A systematic frame work designed to predict software reliability from software engineering measures was summarized as follows 
[3], [2]. Research activities in software reliability engineering have been conducted over the past two decades and many Software 
Reliability Growth Models (SRGMs) have been proposed for the estimation of software reliability and number of faults remaining 
in the software [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. Most of the SRGMs assume that each time a failure occurs, the error which caused it, is 
immediately removed and no new errors are introduced [10]. 
Most models make some assumptions about the software failure process so that the model becomes mathematically tractable 
[11],Goel [12] has given the typical assumptions made in Software Reliability Model with its limitations. Reliability models have 
been proposed by Goel and Okumoto [13], Jelinski and Moranda [14] ,Little wood and Verrall [15] Musa and Okumoto [16], and 
Shooman [17]. To employ a model for reliability prediction, value of some of the parameters need to be specified. These are 
typically determined by analyzing the past failure data of the software. The J-M model proposed by Jelinski and Moranda [18] is 
one of the simplest and earliest of the software reliability models. The J-M model assumes that times between failures are 
independent random variables following exponential distributions, there are finite number of faults at the beginning of the test 
phase, and that the failure rate is uniform between successive failures and is proportional to the current error content(number of 
faults remaining) of the program being tested. This model is very simple to use. It is also fairly accurate for some data sets, but 
sometimes leads to inaccurate predictions. (Pankaj and RajibGhosh [19]). 
The basic execution model proposed by Musa et. al.[20] make assumptions similar to the above model except that the process 
modelled isthe number of failures in specified execution time intervals. There are a finite number of faults in the beginning of the 
test phase, and the times between failures are exponential, the failure rate being uniform between successive failures. He also 
provides a systematic approach for converting the model so that it can be applicable for the calendar time as well. The Little wood 
and Verrall model [21] assumes exponential distribution for the random variable representing the failure interval time. But the 
failure intensity is regarded as a stochastically decreasing function with gamma distribution, implying that the fault fixing process is 
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not considered as perfect, and that faults are of different sizes. A user controlled function determines the nature of the reliability 
growth. This model requires complex statistical inference for determining the parameters. 
The Goel and Okumoto (G-O) model [22] considers the software failure process as a Non Homogeneous Poisson Process (NHPP) 
with a mean function μ(t). This model treats initial error contents as a random variable. The M-O model proposed by Musa and 
Okumoto [23] views failure process as a NHPP like G-O model. But Unlike G-O model it assumes reduction in failure rates are 
greater for the earlier fixes. MO model assumes failure rate to be an exponential function of the expected number of failures. Input 
to the model is in the form t1,t2,……,where each tj represents the execution time. Execution time is related to calendar time through 
some suitable assumption and further computation.  
As we can see, the basic input to all these models is the times of past failures, or times between consecutive failures. These data are 
used to determine the value of parameters, and then to predict the reliability of the given software. Most of the models use calendar 
time, and where execution time is used, suitable methods are used to convert it to calendar time. 
Goel and Okumoto proposed an imperfect debugging model called Goel and Okumoto Imperfect Debugging Model (Amrit and 
Goel[24]), which assumes that faults are removed with certainty when detected, is not always the case. In this model, the number of 
faults in the system at time t, X(t), is treated as a Markov process whose transition probabilities are governed by the probability of 
imperfect debugging. Times between the transitions of X(t) are taken to be exponentially distributed with rates dependent on the 
current fault content of the system. 

B. Hardware Reliability Growth Models 
Understanding the dynamic behaviour of system reliability becomes an important issue in either scheduling the maintenance 
activities or dealing with the improvement in the revised system design. In doing so, the failure or hazard rate function should be 
addressed. Bathtub curve is usually adopted to represent the general trend of hazard rate function. Many studies were concentrated 
on depicting the geometric shape of the bathtub curve. The early contributors in this area include , Bain [25], Smith & Bain [26], 
Gaver [27], Hijroth [28], Dhillon[29], Lawless [30], Jaisingh et. al. [31], Haupt&Schabe [32], Schabe [33], Xie and Lai [34], 
Edelstein [35]. [36]proposed a general form of bathtub shape hazard function in terms of reliability. The relation between hazard 
rate and reliability of a system follows the definition [36].  

 
Usually the reliability decreases monotonically with time and thus there is a one to one correspondence between reliability and time. 
That is, the hazard rate function can also be expressed as 

 
Thus, instead of the usual procedure of estimating Z(t) the relationship of Z(R) based on the available data was defined. The change 
of expression Z (t) to Z(R) has certain advantages. First, the equation of dynamic reliability takes an autonomous form; particularly 
it belongs to a general type of logistic equation encountered very often in ecological science (Edelstein [37]). Therefore good 
experience can be guided from these studies. Secondly, the hazard rate is investigated in finite domain (1, 0) as compared with that 
in infinite domain of time sequence. Wang et. al. [38] developed reliability models that can be applied for the development of a new 
mechanical product with modified function requirements. Wang et. al. [39] also developed reliability models for material fracture 
due to crack growth. The data obtained from failure tests can be analysed to obtain reliability, failure density, hazard rate and other 
necessary information (Srinath [40]). Obviously, the behavioural characteristics exhibited by one class of components differ from 
those exhibited by another class of components. In order to compare different behavioural characteristics and also to draw general 
conclusions from behavioural patterns of similar components, a mathematical model representing the failure characteristics of the 
components becomes necessary. The procedure involves assuming a function for hazard rate, and thereby obtaining reliability and 
failure density by using this failure rate function. The assumed function for the hazard rate will be the hazard model. 

C. Reliability Models for Open Source Software 
The OSS development mainly depends on the practice of welcoming every enthusiastic individual who would like to contribute to 
the project. On top of this, the freedom of using, modifying and distributing OSS leads to more robust software and more diverse 
business models (Wu and Lin [41]). Software reliability models are useful to assess the reliability for quality management and 
testing progress control of software development. Although open source practices have been remarkably successful in recent years, 
the open source development model faces a number of product quality challenges. Rare open source projects have been archived 
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successfully as a high level quality end product. However, these mature and successful projects face quality problems too. Even 
though lots of models and tools have been suggested for reliability checking, very few models are applied and tested in this case. 
One of the recent studies by CoverityInc [http://www.coverity.com] on measuring reliability of open source software claims that the 
LAMP stack – Linux, Apache, MySQL, and Perl/PHP/Python – showed significantly better software quality above the baseline with 
an average of 0.290 defects per thousand lines of code, compared to an average of 0.434 for the 32 open source software projects 
analysed. One of their goals of research on software quality was to define a baseline so that people can measure software reliability 
in both open source and proprietary software projects. 
that OSS development is very different from the traditional software development used in most of the software industry. Moreover, 
the quality assurance activities are also performed in a different fashion. Martin et.al. [43] have done exploratory interviews with 
free and open source developers to study the common quality practices among the developers to implement a quality process 
improvement strategy. They found that even though development of OSS projects share common practices the quality of the 
resulting products needs further empirical evaluation. This implies that we have to look into reliability models for open source 
software development. 
An empirical study towards open source software reliability model was conducted by Ying and Joseph [44]. They have collected 
data from eight active open source projects from “SourceForge.net” and reliability analysis was done based on the bug arrival rate. 
They claim that general Weibull distribution is a possible way to establish the reliability model. Further, in contrast with closed 
source projects, it is unlikely to find a Rayleigh curve, to model all open source projects. In a recent study on Xface desktop 
environment, an open source distributed project, Yoshinobu and Shigeru [45], attempted an evaluation under Mozilla public license 
by applying various reliability growth models. Conventional models like exponential growth model, delayed S-shaped model, 
inflection S-shaped model and logarithmic Poisson execution time model were considered and goodness-of-fit comparison were 
done. Various software reliability assessment measures were derived from the non homogeneous Poisson process (NHPP) models. It 
has been concluded that the logarithmic Poisson execution time model fits better than the other software reliability growth models 
for the actual data set. 

D. Computational System Reliability 
Computational system reliability is concerned with hardware reliability, software reliability, reliability of interaction between 
hardware and software and reliability of interaction between the system and the operator. In general, a system may be required to 
perform various functions, each of which may have a different reliability. In addition, at different times, the system may have a 
different probability of successfully performing the required function under stated conditions. The analysis ofthe reliability of a 
system must be based on precisely defined concepts. 
Software intensive systems are increasingly used to support critical business and industrial processes, such as in business 
information systems, e-business applications, or industrial control systems. Reliability engineering gains its importance in the 
development process. Reliability is compromised by faults in the system and its execution environment, which can lead to different 
kinds of failures during service execution: Software failures occur due to faults in the implementation of software components, 
hardware failures result from unreliable hardware resources, and network failures are caused by message loss or problems during 
inter component communication (Franz and Heiko [46]). 
The analysis of the reliability of a system must be based on precisely defined concepts. Since it is readily accepted that a population 
of supposedly identical systems, operating under similar conditions, fall at different points in time, then a failure phenomenon can 
only be described in probabilistic terms. Thus, the fundamental definitions of reliability must depend on concepts from probability 
theory (Pham [47]). 
System-level reliability and availability requirements set forth by U.S. Government agencies procuring large software intensive 
systems encompass both hardware and software. However, specifications, statement of work requirements, and compliance 
documents (standards) usually implicitly or explicitly focus on hardware and are largely silent about software reliability, 
maintainability, availability and dependability. Consequently, contractor system reliability analyses and design reviews usually 
ignore quantitative software reliability, maintainability, availability, and dependability requirements. During system testing and 
evaluation, data on software operating times, failure rates, and recovery times are not collected. Finally, logistics and support 
specialists devote significant attention to sparing and maintenance concept development, but often do not adequately consider the 
software-related sustainment issues of large computer systems. These problems can be solved, by an appropriate definition of 
requirements for software-intensive system reliability in specifications, and in the definition of programmatic requirements in 
contractual documentation (Myron et. al.[48]). 
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In general, a system may be required to perform various functions, each of which may have a different reliability. In addition, at 
different times, the system may have a different probability of successfully performing the required function under stated conditions. 
The term failure means that the system is not capable of performing a function when required. The term capable used here is to 
define if the system is capable of performing the required function. However, the term capable is unclear and only various degrees 
of capability can be defined (Musa [49], Pham [47]). 

III. FRAMEWORK FOR RELIABILITY PREDICTION 
A. A Framework to Enable the Early Prediction of Software Reliability 
The objective is to develop a framework to enable the early prediction of software reliability incorporating reliability measurement 
in each stage of the software development. Leslie et.al.[50] state that the ability to predict the reliability of a software system early 
in its development can help to improve the systems quality in a cost effective manner. Therefore, the proposed framework measures 
and minimizes the complexity of software design at the early stage of software development lifecycle, leading to a reliable end 
product. To calculate the reliability of software product, the reliabilities at different stages of product development like requirements 
analysis, design, development, testing and implementation etc. will have to be evaluated. This facilitates the improving of the 
overall product reliability. It is observed that modifications and error identifications during operation and implementation can lead 
to reengineering of large parts of the system, which has been shown to be costly. Hence to ensure the quality of the developed 
system, it is important to ensure quality at different stages of development. A few approaches which do consider component-level 
reliability (Goseva et. al. [51], Reussner et, al. [52]) , assume that the reliabilities of a given component’s elements, such as its 
services, are known. Reliability prediction is useful in a number of ways. A prediction methodology provides a uniform, 
reproducible basis for evaluating potential reliability during the early stages of a project. Predictions assist in evaluating the 
feasibility of proposed reliability requirements and provide a rational basis for design and allocation decisions. 

B. Reliability Prediction 
Reliability predictions are conducted during the requirement and definition phase, the design and development phase, the operation 
and maintenance phase in order to evaluate, determine and improve the dependability measures of an item. Successful reliability 
prediction generally requires developing a reliability model of the system considering its structure. Several prediction methods 
include reliability block diagrams, fault tree analysis, state-space method etc.  
A prediction scenario is shown in the Fig 2. The method involves collection of failure data from the field and it is compared with the 
information available in the database. The database is updated regularly to keep it current. The failure rate figures are employed 
tested and checked in some suitable reliability models to predict the reliability. This will help the project managers to predict and 
develop a reliable product. 

 
Figure 2: Prediction Scenario 

 
C. The Framework 
The main task of a system program office (SPO) when acquiring a new software system is to specify the requirements to the 
developer and to see that the requirements mentioned are met as the system development process evolves to the final product. It is 
also necessary to assure that the qualities of the software such as reliability, maintainability, usability, testability, and portability are 
attained. 
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An error in the software product can occur when there is a difference between the actual output of the software and the expected 
correct output. Fault is a condition that causes a system to fail to perform its required function. Failure occurs when the behaviour of 
the software is different from the specified behaviour (Amitabha and Khan [53]).  
A reliability prediction framework is shown in the Fig 3, which is to analyse the reliability at different stages of development. he 
process includes phases of software development, identification of errors, integration, development and finalization. The first step is 
to analyse the phases of development, which includes requirement analysis, design, coding, testing, implementation and 
maintenance. Next comes the identification of errors in different phases, where possible occurrences of errors are identified. The 
collected error data is used to calculate the failure density and thereby the reliability.  

 
Figure 3: Reliability Prediction Framework 

In the Identification phases, Software reliability attributes have been identified in different phases of development. Firstly, draw up a 
functional profile, then identify the needs of software reliability, then define the fault/failure type and the fault/failure severity, 
finally, understand the software development process and environment. Integration phase relation between reliability aspects of the 
above identified phase is determined. The next stage is to formulate a plan to integrate the software aspects to incorporate reliability 
criteria in the software development stage. 
Reliability estimation model (REM) is developed in the development phase. In this phase, first of all, establish a data collection plan 
and collect data through templates. Secondly, draw up an operational profile and allocate software reliability goal. Predict software 
reliability through software prediction models and estimate software reliability through software estimation models. Elicit 
improvements and review improvements and establish a device for software reliability improvement (Voas [54]). Finally on the 
basis of the review, the whole approach is reviewed and revised if needed. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
From the review of different models presented above it is evident that even though a lot of models are developed and available in 
the literature for evaluation of software reliability, all the models do not provide a direct quantification of the reliability, that is, all 
these models are not necessarily deterministic. Typical hardware reliability models make use of the available component field 
failure data for reliability estimation. However no attempts were made to incorporate hardware and software together in reliability 
estimation and the present work is emphasized on this. Also in the early stages of development, failure information is not available 
to quantitatively measure reliability of a software product. Software reliability cannot be calculated during the requirement analysis, 
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design, development, testing and maintenance phases, if adequate data on system failures is collected throughout the project. The 
same models for estimating reliability parameters, such as the expected number of failures in a certain period of time, failure 
intensity, the expected time of the next failure, etc., could be applied to software systems as well. A software reliability prediction 
framework is proposed, which enhances the reliability calculation at different stages of development and hence increases the end 
product reliability. 
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